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Fantasy

Kalifax. An exciting series of nautical
fantasy books written with eloquence and
wit. Ages 10+, Grades 5+, 5.25 x 7.5,
Paperback $9.95

9781550501520 pb
184pp $9.95 A
dazzling fantasy tale
about a brave crew
attmpting to sail north
to the eaves of the
world, fighting snowgoblins and finding
Gandfather Frost, all
the while guided by
the magical legend of
Kalifax.

9781550417821 pb
$8.95 5.5x8, 251pp
10+ Kour’el awakens to
find herself enclosed in
a tower prison, alone,
9781550501940 pb
9781550502695 pb
in pain and her memory
312pp $9.95 Duncan
432pp $12.95 Tom and gone. Bit by bit, she
Thornton presents
Jenny, each the hero of recalls who she is and
another astounding sea their own adventure— where she came from.
adventure, complete
Kalifax and Captain
with fantastical
Jenny and the Sea of
creatures and eyeWonders—join forces
popping natural
on a Tolkien-like journey
wonders.
to a strange new land
full of wonderous
sights and astounding
dangers.

9781550502725 pb
9781550419290 hc $8.95 $8.95 4.75x7, 160pp
5.5x8, 230pp 10+ A chill 12+ Set evocatively
wind is blowing through in the beauty of
the skies of the flying
Greece and drawing
ones, and once again the on the mythology
dragon Api’Naga and
that country is so
his companion Kour’el are famous for, Taylor
on a mission: to find the spins a rollicking
source of the evil that is story centred on “the
disturbing their land.
deadly dance,” the
ancient tradition that
sees young people
defying death to
dance with furious
bulls—all for the
amusement of others.

9781550051070 $12.95
5.5x8.25, 198pp 12+ In
the aftermath of global
warming, a girl escapes
a repressive desert
settlement to journey
back and persuade
people that the sea and
a new world of plenty
await them.

9781895449426 pb
$9.95 4x7, 310pp
8+ This intensely
drawn fantasy
novel for young
adults explores
the complications
arising from a
blind acceptance
of history, and the
universal dilemmas
facing a young
person who is forced
to grow up.
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9781895449860 pb
$9.95 4x7, 329pp 8+
Kerstin travels with
her wizard father to
the Misty Isles where,
shrouded by fog and
magical boundaries,
a circle of women
practise the highest
arts of growth
and healing and is
faced with new and
revealing realities.

www.fitzhenry.ca

9781894345262 pb
$9.95 4x7, 352pp 8+
Kerstin must stand up
against the powersthat-be in order to
ensure that justice
and decency prevail
under the most trying
circumstances.

9780889951778 pb
$4.95 5.5x8.5, 160pp
9+ Spider logs on to
9780889952126 pb
the Internet and invents
$9.95 5.5x8.5, 176pp
a whole new online
9+ Thirteen-year-old
Holly spends a summer personality. But she’s
soon in over her head,
on a remote farm in
and it takes computer
England and finds
herself on the time-travel whiz Jerry and his uncle
to make her see that she
adventure of her life.
needs real friends.

9780889953147 pb $7.95
5.5x8.5, 192pp 9+ A
mysterious family portrait
may unlock the truth of her
family’s hidden past. Does
Mary dare tell her family
what she discovers?

9781550419450 hc $21.95
9781550415902 pb $14.95
6x7.75, 424pp 11+ A
fantastic world and a stirring
adventure; and Calantha,
impatient and stubborn,
dreamy and single-minded
is an entirely human heroine
whose personal journey goes
straight to the heart. OLA
Red Maple Award shortlist

9781550050554 pb
$12.95 Canada
Only 5x7.5, 190pp
10+ Princess Anita is
sent to the desolate
island of Roshan
for her wedding.
Once there she finds
herself at the centre
of a bitter struggle
for power.

9781550051049 pb
$12.95 Canada
Only 5x7.5, 176pp
10+ A sequel to the
Sandwriter. Princess
Anita is being asked
to leave her home, a
high honour indeed,
and one that she
has promised to do.

9781550050721 hc
9780889952331 pb
$14.95 9781550050738 $9.95 5x8, 160pp 12+
pb $9.95 5x7.5, 304pp An intricately woven
12+ What begins as a tale of the effect of
search for her missing
love, pride and broken
mother becomes a race promises. Winner of
against a deadly virus. several awards.
What begins as Chandra
refusing to give in to her
own dark side becomes
Chandra fighting for the
lives of everything and
everyone she loves. NYPL
Books for the Teen Age

9780889953703 pb
$12.95 Canada Only
5.5x8.5, 200pp 12+
With its richly textured
medieval setting,
Keturah’s story exposes
the tensions and desires
of the villagers, the
dangers that loom in
their future and how
they place Keturah’s life
in jeopardy. OLA White
Pine Award

9781550503630 pb
$9.95 5.25x7.5, 246pp
10+ Jonah Comfait
has many magical
adventures as he
searches for his missing
father, only to discover
that he is alive but held
captive—and only
Jonah can set him free.

Tales of Three Lands. Award-winning author, Linda
Smith, launches another fast-paced fantasy trilogy. Ages
10+, Grades 5+, 5.25 x 7.5, Paperback $9.95

9781894345149 pb
$14.95 5.5x8.5, 160pp
13+ In this reworking
of Hans Christian
9781550503623 pb
Andersen’s fairy tale, the $7.95 5.25x7.5, 120pp
magical worlds of Saami 8+ Josh and his sister
shamanism and the
Maddy are returning
Kalevala coexist with the to Calgary from a
polite Victorian society vacation on Vancouver
of nineteenth-century
Island when a ring
Scandanavia. At a time Maddy finds on the
when traditional faith is ferry leads them to
challenged by modern thrilling adventures in a
science, the old pagan magical world.
gods still haunt the
northern forests.

9781897235201 pb
$12.95 5.5x8.5, 197pp
8+ A spell-binding tale
combining a fascination
with magic, a bit of
sleuthing, and the charm
of adolescent antics
with a unique slant on
historical witch-hunts.

9780974648170 pb
$8.95 5.5x8.5, 184pp
12+ A perilous alternative
world for sixteen-yearold Jodi. “...will attract
young adults...who love
adventure, acknowledge
the uncertainties of
adolescence.”
—Foreword Magazine

9781550503098 pb
272pp Cat Ashdale
leaves home to search
for her lost father and
ends up preventing
a war between
her country and its
neighbour.

9781550503272 pb
294pp Talisa Thatcher
thinks she’s worthless—
because she’s the only
one in her family who
can’t perform magic.
But she learns the
power of her own gift
of music when she has
to save the life of a
young man unjustly
accused of murder.

9781550503524 pb
384pp Three teens
come together to save
an innocent young man
from hanging, and use
their strength and skill
to tackle a conflict that
threatens hundreds of
lives.

9780976812609 pb
$8.95 5.5x8.5, 205pp
12+ In this sequel to Key
to Aten, Jodi returns to
find her love. “Superbly
crafted, memorable
characters, and thrilling
story line.” —Midwest
Book Review

order toll free 1-800-387-9776
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New Beginnings
is a series of historical
chapter books for
newly independent
readers.Each novel
concerns a boy or girl
facing the challenges
of adapting to life
in a new culture in
North America. Every
New Beginnings title
is well researched,
illustrated in full
color throughout, and
accompanied by an
index and glossary.
Ages 8-11, Grades
3-6, 7 x 8

9781550413526 hc $18.95
9781550413540 pb $10.95
81pp Aram is like all the
boys exiled in Greece. He
has survived the Armenian
genocide in Turkey and now
lives in an orphanage. One
day Aram learns that he will
be one of fifty boys who will
start a new life in a country
called Canada. Silver Birch
Express shortlist

9781554550005 hc $18.95
9781554550012 pb $10.95
86pp As much as Aram and
the other boys want to forget
the hardships of their past
lives, the boys must make
their hosts understand why
they must not give up their
identities.

9781550417951 pb $10.95
64pp When an accident
leaves her orphaned,
Lizzie’s life in the bustling
city of London, England,
is over forever. Bitter and
despondent, Lizzie knows that
she will never—ever—fit in
to her new home in Canada.
But one day a dust storm
blows up unexpectedly and
she knows what she must do.

9781550417128 hc $12.95
9781550417142 pb $7.95
57pp Sarah loves her snug
log house in the woods. But
the wilds of Upper Canada
in 1836 are nothing like the
gentle countryside of her
mother’s home in England.
And Sarah is afraid of
everything—snakes, toads,
even bees.

9780773674226 mm
$6.99 4x7, 240pp
12+ Meet Nellie L.
at the age of ten,
plotting to run a race
with boys which was
absolutely unheard
of in Canada in the
1800s. Then follow her
fight to overcome the
criticism of her mother
and the prejudices
of society to help
Canadian women.

9780773674691 mm
$6.99 4x7, 208pp
12+ In this second
book in the series,
Nellie—now a young
schoolteacher—
struggles to overcome
her mother’s criticism
and the prejudices of
those around her.

9780773674813 mm
$7.99 4x7, 280pp
12+ Nellie McClung
is remembered as
a pioneer in the
struggle for women’s
equality. How she
became such a force
is apparent as Nellie
matures and develops
as a powerful public
speaker.

9780773674127 mm
$6.99 4x7, 292pp
12+ The story of one
United Empire Loyalist
family’s harrowing
escape from enemy
forces, to a new life in
Canada.

9781554550715 pb
$12.95 5x7.5, 288pp
12+ In the year 1786,
the realities that face
newly settled United
Empire Loyalist families
like Mary’s are often
harsh. In this continuation
of the Meyers family
saga that began with the
author’s first novel, Flight,
Mary must come to terms
with danger, the survival
of her family, and love.

9781550419436 hc
$18.95 5x7.5, 279pp
12+ This story of a
boy’s exploits during the
Upper Canada Rebellion
concludes the story of the
Meyers family, Loyalists
and early Canadian
settlers.

1912: The Mackenzie Davis
Files. Each book has our hero
unravelling a mystery. Set in the
1900’s, the fast paced writing
and humorous situations will make the time
period come alive. The authentic historical
details will take readers on a thrilling fiction
ride. Ages 9+, Grades 4+, 5.25 x 7.5,
Paperback $8.95

9781550503265 pb
168pp Twelve-yearold Mackenzie Davis
helps catch the sinister
thieves preying on
Saskatoon in 1912 and
learns to make his own
judgements about the
people he meets.
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9781550503739 pb
176pp All Mack Davis
wants to do is go to
the 1912 Exhibition in
Saskatoon and watch
that aerial daredevil the
Birdman. But on the way
he and his Chinese friend
Jin are grabbed by a
gang of burglars.

www.fitzhenry.ca

9781550051186 pb
$11.95 5x7.5, 170pp
10+ The story of two
rebellions—the Riel
Rebellion of 1885
and fifteen-year-old
Jack Rawlins’ personal
rebellion against his
war-hero father.

9781550051155 pb
$9.95 5x7.75, 120pp
8+ First published to
critical acclaim in 1986,
Naomi’s Road is the
story of a girl whose
Japanese-Canadian
family is uprooted
during the Second
World War.

9781550419061 pb
$10.95 5.5x8.5, 128pp
10+ In the aftermath of
the battles of the War
of 1812, Yankee soldiers
from across the border,
fired with their own
independence, were
intent on freeing their
Canadian neighbours
from British rule.

9781550415506 hc
$19.95 9781550415230
pb $12.95 5.5x8,
176pp 12+ Ted and
his parents’ longedfor trip leads them
directly into the dangers
and intrigues of the
burgeoning Spanish
Civil War of 1936.

9781897235171 pb
$12.95 5.5x8.5, 176pp
8+ Set against a
backdrop of rising
Canadian nationalism,
The Youngest Spy follows
the extraordinary
exploits of a fourteenyear-old Canadian boy,
caught up in the drama
of the American Civil
War.
9780773761926 pb
$12.95 5x7.5, 221pp
10+ Schwartz does a
nice job of integrating
historic fact into her
deeply felt story
about slavery and the
underground railway.
OLA Silver Birch Award,
Geoffrey Bilson Award
for Historical Fiction
Online teachers’ guide

9780773674318 mm
$3.95 4.25x7, 235pp
10+ Life in war-time
London is anything
9780889953147 pb
but normal for Tim.
$7.95 5.5x8.5, 192pp
Hitler’s dreaded
9+ A mysterious family V-bombs screaming
portrait may unlock
overhead with their
the truth of her family’s tails of flame. And a
hidden past. Does Mary father missing in action
dare tell her family
somewhere in Europe.
what she discovers?

9780773761384 pb
$9.95 5x7.5, 246pp
12+ Forced to travel
through the North
American wilderness
on the eve of the
American Revolution,
Mack and Jamie’s
very lives are on the
line. OLA Red Maple
Award shortlist

9780773762282 pb
$9.95 5x7.5, 212pp
12+ It is 1812 and
Edward MacNeil must
escort Kate and Anne
Kimmerling home to
America, then travel
to his uncle’s cabin to
wait out the war. But a
vicious storm on Lake
Erie leaves Edward and
the girls shipwrecked on
an island and caught in
the midst of the conflict.

9781550417197 hc $19.95
9781554550722 pb $11.95
5.5x8, 192pp 10+ “The
sudden, devastating
changes wrought by the
9780773760554 pb
plague on orderly monastic
$9.95 5x7.5, 216pp
life is ably captured, and
12+ It is 1760, and
middle-graders fascinated
Lord MacNeil decided
by matters medieval will
that the way to make
want to add this to their
a man of his thirteenreading list.” —The Bulletin
year-old son, John,
of the Center for Children’s
is to bring him along
Books Mr. Christie’s Book
from England to the
Award Silver
wilds of America.

Disaster Strikes! These stories feature young people caught in the midst of actual Canadian historical events. Events of
the dramatic kind. Readers get to experience all the drama of being involved in such circumstances, while at the same time
learning the details of significant points in Canada’s history. Ages 9+, Grades 4+, 5.25 x 7.5, Paperback $8.95
9781550503432 pb
168pp Thirteen-yearold Nathalie Vaughan
struggles to save friends
and neighbours on
the night of Canada’s
Frank Slide disaster.
OLA Silver Birch Award
finalist

9781550503081 pb
200pp Twelve-yearold Janey Kane grows
from a spoiled, untested
kid into a capable
and courageous young
woman through time
travel to four different
points in Edmonton’s
past.

9781550503760 pb
208pp Jack and Henry
meet when the Great
Lakes cruise ship, the
Noronic, docks at Ward
Island, part of the
“Toronto islands,” in Lake
Ontario in the summer of
1949, just before the ship
catches fire—with Henry
on board.

order toll free 1-800-387-9776
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Holidays & Festivals
Christmas

9780773762060 pb
$9.95 5x7.5, 201pp
10+ It is 1787. After
poor crops, can these
three children survive
the Hungry Year when
thousands of others
will die? OLA Silver
Birch Award

9781550418187 pb
$12.95 5x7, 197pp
10+ Things get shaken
up a bit when father
brings something
unexpected home
from King’s Town—
a wife! She refuses
to leave, no matter
what the boys do,
and earns the boys
grudging respect.

9780773674868 pb
$7.99 4x7, 224pp
10+ In a time when
Canada is still young,
and prejudice against
its native peoples still
socially acceptable,
two girls from
different worlds come
together to form a
friendship that defies
the odds.

9780773674745 mm
$6.99 4x7, 218pp
12+ Unaware they
are intended as
brides for the gold
rush prospector,
several orphans are
boarded into the hull
of a ship destined for
Canada. By the time
they understand their
predicament, there is
no escape.

9781550417920 pb
$12.95 5.25x8, 156pp
10+ In 1757 during
the second seige of the
Fortress of Louisbourg,
a French boy comes
looking for his English
father, a spy for the
British. He meets a
young girl named
Gaby, and together,
they decide to flee the
fortress, and find refuge
in the forests beyond.

9780773758384 pb
$6.95 5x7.5, 148pp
8+ The tragic fire that
destroyed their home
has left twelve-year-old
Justine and her younger
brother, Denis, orphaned
and at the mercy of
their neighbour, the
brutal Monsieur Gaudin.

9780889950863 pb $14.95
8.75x10.75, 32pp 6+ What
happens when a warm
Chinook wind blows in, turning
December into April in the
blink of a child’s eye?

9781550415858 hc $19.95
9x9.75, 32pp 4+ This year
Hanna longs to see Christmas,
so her friends agree to wake
her up for the special day.

9780889953826 hc $19.95
8.5x11, 64pp All ages Ten
of Maitland’s favourite
Christmas stories are
being given new life in this
Christmas gift book for the
whole family.

9780889953062 hc $24.95
9x12, 56pp All ages Bump
has been longing to play
in the annual Christmas
Classic—his family’s annual
hockey game—for what feels
like forever.

9781550413830 pb
$5.95 5.25x8.25,
40pp 4+ Grandma
is full of surprises
when she takes
Jenny and Joanna
on a special
carriage ride
through the snowy
streets.

In the Same Boat. A series of novels for young
readers written by culturally diverse writers, to
celebrate the richness of Canada’s cultural heritage
and the shape of our society in the new millennium.
Ages 9+, Grades 4+, 5.25 x 7.5, Paperback

9781550501827 pb
$9.95 256pp A young
Ojibway girl, struggling
over the fact that her
father has died, spends
summers in the bush
with her grandmother
and finds her own
identity and voice.

9781550502138 pb
$9.95 208pp Twelveyear-old Andrei moves
from Ukraine to a
Canadian homestead
in 1900, and has to
choose between the
magic of Eastern
Europe and the power
of the new land and its
people.

9781550502145 pb
$9.95 290pp
Transported to
medieval Germany,
Jason and his friends
Charlotte and Squid
have to use their wits
and the power of a
magical bugle to help
the people of Coburg
fight for freedom.

9781550501834 pb
$9.95 328pp Twelveyear-old Sayuri and
her little brother Keiji
find real excitement in
the small Alberta town
they’ve moved to, in
the form of a magical
Middle World behind a
door in their cellar.

9781550501841 pb
$8.95 184pp When
her grandmother
leaves her a plane
ticket to Spain,
thirteen-year-old Ana
uses her talent for
finding hidden things
to discover the hidden
stories of her family’s
history.

9781550501858 pb
$8.95 184pp On a
camping holiday in the
mountains, 10-year-old
Sidney finds and saves
her lost older sister,
allowing the two of
them to re-establish the
connection they used
to have.

9781550503074 pb
$9.95 256pp Twelve-yearold Jason Carter travels
with his friend Charlotte
and her little brother
Squid to seventeenthcentury Luxembourg,
where they meet an
innocent man about to be
hanged.

For more books on Historical Fiction see also the Disaster Strikes! series on p.19, and the Ghost Voyages series on p.59
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9781561453740 hc $20.95 Canada
Only 10.5x10, 32pp All ages CD
Included “In simple, evocative prose, the
narrator tells of that long ago Christmas
Eve when German and British soldiers
put down their guns, climbed out of their
trenches and, for a few short hours,
laughed, exchanged gifts and played
soccer between the lines on No-Man’s
Land.” —CM Magazine

9781895555196 hc $19.95
9781550050912 pb $9.95
8.5x10.75, 32pp 10+ The
world-famous contralto has
selected twelve carols from
around the world to reflect
the joy of the season.

9780889952867 pb
$16.95 7.75x9.75, 202pp
10+ Weaves a tapestry of
stories past and present.
It celebrates the many
dimensions of faith brought
to life by a vibrant, resilient,
large-hearted people.

9780773731004 hc $18.95
9781550050752 pb $9.95
8.25x10.5, 32pp 5+ Now an
animated holiday special on
Teletoon! Santa didn’t make
many mistakes. But he made a
big one when he asked what
Anton wanted for Christmas.
His list was sixteen pages long.

9781550503241 pb
$8.95 5.25x7.5,
152pp 8+ At
Christmas time
three Cree kids
visit their Moshum’s
(grandfather’s)
cabin to learn about
traditional ways and
have a life-changing
adventure.

9780889952492 hc $39.95
9x12, 96pp All ages Jesse has
no friends, and his mother’s
carved wooden Santas aren’t
selling. Will there even be a
Christmas? Jesse wonders. But
before the season is out, Jesse
and his mom discover the true
spirit of Christmas.

NF

9780889954069 hc $24.95
8.5x10.75, 32pp All ages This 9781550416718
best-selling Canadian author hc $9.95 6.5x9.75,
reworks Canada’s oldest and 88pp 10+ Short
stories Accompanied
most well-known carol, The
Huron Carol. Written in English by Muriel Wood’s
and in Inuktituk, the language beautifully realized
of Canada’s Inuit people, the paintings, this collection
vividly recreates the
book is accompanied by a
CD. Also available in a French/ hardships and simple
Inuktituk edition 9780889954137 joys of homesteading
life along with the
hc $24.95
honored traditions of
the Christmas season.

order toll free 1-800-387-9776
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Holidays & Festivals
Halloween

9781550415599 hc $19.95
9781554550494 pb $6.95
8x10, 32pp 4+ Like so
many children at Halloween,
Omar can’t decide what he
should wear. Nothing seems
scary enough, and by the
time Halloween arrives, he
still hasn’t decided.

Immigration

Holi-Hindu Spring Festival

9781550415346 pb
$11.95 5.25x8.25,
152pp 8+ When
popular girl Ashley
mocks her grandpa,
Mina swears revenge
at her annual Holi
party. But isn’t the
festival of colors all
about forgiveness?
Silver Birch Award
shortlist

Maple Sugar Season

9781550414707 hc $15.95
9781550415964 pb $8.95 11x9.75,
32pp 6+ A French-Canadian
grandmother reminisces about her
first sugaring-off party, complete with
music, dancing, and lots of food. The
primitive-style pictures are lush and
colourful.

Passover

9780889951129 pb $15.95 9.5x8,
32pp 5+ Louie and Susan are excited
about spending their first Passover in
their mountain home. But without the
right foods, they need to cook up a little
Seder magic.

Remembrance/Veterans Day

NF

9781550050929 hc
$19.95 9781550050950
pb $12.95 7x9, 136pp
12+ The veterans in this
book represent different
branches and aspects
of the military, including
medical, supplies,
infantry, and naval.
Their moving, sometimes
graphic, recollections are
illustrated with their own
photographs.

9781550051445 hc (10th
anniversary edition) $24.95
9780773729919 hc $21.95
9780773759251pb $12.95
10.25x9, 32pp 9+ The story of the
poem by John McCrae

9781550419030 pb $7.95 9.75x9,
32pp 6+ A magical story of two
young newly-weds who escape
poverty and hardship in Ukraine
to start a new life on the Canadian
frontier. OLA Best Bets

9780889953543 hc $19.95
10.25x9.25, 32pp 6+ Three sisters
arrive on the shores of British
Columbia, where their husbands
await. Each joins the husband to
whom she has been promised,
and each has her own way of
remembering the family and country
she has left behind.

9780889951013 hc $16.95
9780889951426 pb $8.95
8.75x8.75, 32pp 6+ The time is
1900, in the midst of the great
waves of European immigration
to North America. Standing
in the dust and wind of the
prairie, a young boy prepares
to say good-bye to Josepha,
his older classmate, who is
leaving the alienating world
of the classroom where no one
speaks his language. Governor
General’s Award for Illustration.
Governor General’s Award
Nomination for Text

9781550415919 pb
$13.95 5.25x8,
208pp 8+ Sammy
has learned to
live by his wits on
the voyage from
Poland to the Jewish
immigrant community
that is to be his new
home in New York
City. It is here he
discovers that the
vibrant, noisy streets
of New York are
alive with challenge.

Robbie Burns Day

NF

NF

9780773733190 hc $16.95
9781550051469 pb $9.95 10.5x9,
48pp 9+ “A haunting, moving
scrapbook of the Great War...
this book will invite serious students
and browsers alike; A compelling
portfolio.” —School Library Journal

9780773730069 hc $18.95
9781550051216 pb $10.95
8x10, 32pp 6+ A beautiful
and personal glimpse into
the life and times of Robert
Burns. From his birth to
almost the close of his life,
this narrative reveals the
events and influences that
shaped the poet’s work.

9781550419603
hc $19.95
9781550419917 pb
$11.95 5.5x8, 264pp
8+ Mariangela
longs to play the
piano; but when her
Italian immigrant
family arranges
for accordion
lessons instead, she
can’t contain her
disappointment. Who
wants to be strapped
to such a heavy, ugly
old thing?

9780773754522
pb $7.95 4.75x7.5,
218pp 8+ In the
aftermath of World
War II, Elsbeth and
her little brother are
abandoned, and
their only chance of
survival is to escape
to Canada through
West Germany.

9780773758346
pb $11.95 5x7.5,
177pp 12+ When
the Hungarian
Revolution erupts
in 1956, Nelly’s
world crumbles.
Along with the
Revolution comes
a new tide of antiSemitism. Nelly’s
family is Jewish,
and her parents are
convinced that they
must flee. There’s
not even time to
say good-bye.

9781550503227
pb $8.95 5.25x7.5,
216pp 9+ An old
woman tells her
granddaughter the
story of her life in a
Mennonite village in
Ukraine—from the
dangers of World
War I and the
Russian Revolution
to their escape to
Canada.

9781550503234
pb $8.95 5.25x7.5,
216pp 9+ Twelveyear-old Adeline
Mueller has to fight
to make a place
for herself when
her family comes
to Canada from
Germany to join
their father in their
new life.

9780889951297
pb $12.95 5x8.5,
144pp 12+ Karim
has journeyed a
long way from his
home in war-torn
Beirut to his new
high school in
Quebec. Now he
must travel the
difficult road to a
life without war.

For more books on Immigration see also the New Beginnings series on p.18
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Multicultural

9780773730922 hc $21.95
9781550050691 pb $9.95
8.25x10.5, 32pp 6+ “An
Afghani boy lives in a muddrenched refugee camp
caring for his mother and
sister, and measuring his life
by the next trip to the well
or finding the next piece of
bread. Except, that is, when
he escaped into his work as
an apprentice carpet weaver.”
—Macleans Magazine

9781550418842 pb $9.95 9x10,
32pp 6+ This heart-warming
Ukrainian folktale, set during the
Great Famine of the 1930s, tells of
a young girl’s attempts to save her
village from starvation.

Multicultural

9780195410754 hc $9.95
Canada Only 8.5x11, 32pp
6+ For the Anasazi, life
depends on precious rainfall.
But after weeks without rain,
the land is drying up, and
the corn is dying. Soon Sosi’s
family will have to find a new
place to live. Her mother and
father are cross and tired as
they pack; no one has time for
Sosi.

9781895555271 hc $11.95 9.5x8.25,
32pp 6+ Young Concepcion has no
choice but to move to the [barrio]
of the nearby city. There she meets
children who, in order to survive,
must steal the food they eat. But
Concepcion has a plan.

9780773732209 hc $11.95 9781550051605
pb $8.95 10x8, 24pp 6+ A young monk
is moved by the bravery of two children
journeying alone to the freedom of Nepal. He
offers what help he can—a hot bowl of soup,
a warm bed for the night—but he realizes
their best chance lies with Moon. She is the
little dog who knows the unguarded paths out
of the mountains, the very dog who will leave
an ache in his heart when she goes.

9780773731011 hc $9.95
8x11, 24pp 6+ In this
exquisitely wrought tale,
young Van finds a walking
stick at the foot of a huge
teak tree. Blessed by Buddha,
it becomes his talisman, his
life long link to the past, and
the support he will need to
carry him into the uncertain
future.

NF

9780773729995 hc $9.95 Canada
Only 8.25x9.5, 32pp 6+ With every
shoe he shines, Pedrito gets closer to
having enough money for a bicycle. It
will make it easier to get his abuela’s
tamales to the market. It will be fun to
ride along bumpy lanes.
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9781550419740 pb $9.95
Canada Only 10x9.25, 32pp 6+
When Clayton lost his leg in a
factory accident, no one thought
he would ever walk again, let
alone dance

9781550419788 pb $12.95
Canada Only 10x9.25,
32pp 6+ A heartfelt tribute
to the first African American
regarded as a hero by all
Americans

9781550419726 pb $9.95
Canada Only 10.75x8.5,
32pp 6+ This powerful story
of family, friendship, and
the bonds that bring people
together is a timely reminder
of the responsibility we all
share to help others in a time
of need.

9781550415346 pb
$11.95 5.25x8.25,
152pp 8+ When popular
girl Ashley mocks her
grandpa, Mina swears
revenge at her annual
Holi party. But isn’t
the festival of colors
all about forgiveness?
Silver Birch Award
shortlist

9781550419979 pb
$14.95 6x9, 208pp 12+
An anthology of short
historical fiction, memoirs,
and poems written about
the Ukrainian immigrant
experience. The stories
span a century of history
from 1905 to 2004, and
they contain the voices
of people who lived
through internment. More
than a collection, it is
a social document that
revives memories once
deliberately forgotten.

9780773728653 hc $9.95
8.25x10.5, 24pp 6+ Eddie
Wing dreams of flying
beautiful silk kites like all the
other kids, but his family is
so poor that he can’t even
afford to buy a kite made of
paper. CLA Book of the Year
Award for Children

9781550419252 pb
$12.95 Canada Only
5.5x8.25, 184pp
6+ Fifteen-year-old
Tara Mehta meets her
grandmother for the first
time. Dadiji fought with
Gandhi in the Indian
independence movement.
Shocked and angered
by the history that she’s
never been taught in
school, Tara decides to
tell Dadiji’s story to her
class. NYPL Book for the
Teen Age

NF

NF

9781550415650 hc $22.95
7.5x9.25, 121pp 12+ When
children are caught in civil wars,
when earthquakes destroy homes
and villages, when AIDS and
other diseases shatter families
and communities—the volunteers
of Doctors Without Borders are
there. These are stories about
healing and helping people,
about making the world a better
place—stories filled with sorrow
and hope, anger and idealism,
determination and passion.
Starred SLJ review

9781550419139 hc $22.95
9781550419122 pb $17.95
7.5x9.25, 112pp 12+ “The authentic
details speak of loss, fear, and grief;
incredible kindness; and courage,
as well as hope for the future.”
—Booklist starred review Book Links
Best New Book for the Classroom,
ALA Notable

order toll free 1-800-387-9776
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Mystery

Mystery
The Polly McDoodle Mysteries. Her name is Polly McDougall, but she’s a busy and determined
artist, hence the nickname McDoodle. And she’s a detective, with her classmate and partner in crimefighting, Kyle Clay. Polly uses her artistic ability—more accurately, her trained visual memory—to help
unravel the mysteries that they tackle. Ages 9+, Grades 4+, 5.25 x 7.5, Paperback

Arthur Slade’s Canadian
Chills. There’s something chilling
about Canada! This action-packed
series will explore those mysterious, maybe
kind of creepy, but also exciting places across
the great north land. Chills have happened
so far in Moose Jaw, Saskatoon and Nanaimo,
but there are plenty more to come. Ages 9+,
Grades 4+, 5.25 x 7.5, Paperback $7.95
9781550502121 pb
128pp A spine-tingling
Moose Jaw tale of ghosts
and villains and a 12year-old detective named
Daphne, by Governor
General’s Award winner
Arthur Slade.

9781550503067 pb
142pp Twelve-year-old
detectives Wart and Cindy
tackle the mystery of the
strange boy haunting
Saskatoon’s legendary
Bessborough Hotel in the
second Canadian Chills
title.

9781550503616 pb
120pp Gordon Whillickers
and his friend Sophia are
the only ones who can stop
a sinister plot to steal the
brain power of the people
of Nanaimo.

9781550500622 pb $7.95
152pp Who is responsible
for the rash of burglaries
in twelve-year-old Polly
McDoodle’s apartment
building? The police believe
it is an inside job. Could
one of Polly’s neighbours
be a thief?

The Spy Who Wasn’t There.

9781550501339 pb $7.95
192pp Polly’s neighbour
Erin is a mystery herself.
What’s she so afraid of?
And what’s she got against
Polly? If Polly wants to solve
the mystery of the polluted
lake, she may have to
figure out what’s bugging
Erin first.

9781550501681 pb $7.95
182pp “I didn’t do it.”
Polly is innocent of smashing
things in the mall and
painting magpies
everywhere, but with people
mistrustig anyone who’s a
teenager, she’s going to
have to find out who did it.

9781550502152 pb $8.95
190pp As that beloved
sketching sleuth Polly
McDoodle tries to track
down the daring mailbox
robbers, she doesn’t have
to look for a suspect—she
has too many.

9781550502930 pb $8.95
200pp Polly McDougall
and Kyle Clay take on
their biggest challenge yet,
tackling an international
mystery while on a trip to
see the wonders of Italy.

A series of globetrotting espionage
combined with magical hijinks and family
dynamics. Thirteen-year-old twins,
Maggie and Jennifer, are a true odd couple—one
serious and responsible, the other flighty, funloving
and easily bored. Ages 9+, Grades 4+, 5.25 x
7.5, Paperback $8.95

9781550503159 pb 272pp
Thirteen-year-old twins, one
of whom has discovered a
magical spell that makes
her temporarily invisible,
wind up on a Greek cruise
ship with their grandmother,
battling spies and trying to
rescue their father.
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9781550503531 pb 180pp
Twins Maggie and Jennifer
aren’t looking for another
mystery when they join
the girls’ adventurous
grandmother on a Mexican
holiday. Then they run into
the crooks, and the gun
runners, and the CIA agent.

9781894345712 pb
$10.95 8+ The Mystery
of the Frozen Brains is
the introduction to the
successful Marty Chan
Mystery series. Among
themes of sleuthing,
friendship, and bullying,
this novel expertly deals
with the realities of young,
first generation ChineseCanadians.

9781897235003 pb
$10.95 5x7, 211pp 8+
Humour balances the
serious themes of bullying
and racism that are
revealed in the attitudes
and actions of the
elementary school kids.

9781897235386 pb
$10.95 5x7, 168pp 8+
Marty and Remi are
forever best friends and
are on the increasingly
rampant trail of the school
kleptomaniac, and as the
pair work together to solve
the case, a new mystery is
introduced: beautiful Trina,
dually noted.

9780920633687 pb
$6.95 5x7.5, 126pp
8+ The first book in the
Mayer Mystery Series,
this story revolves around
Justin and his friends, who
are determined to get to
the bottom of the strange
sightings in Turtle Lake.

9780920633908 pb
$6.95 4x7, 160pp
8+ Two pre-teens
girls explore an
abandoned mansion
and come out with
more than they
bargained for: a
mission to find a
missing will.

9781895449006 pb 9781897235046 pb
$6.95 4x7, 176pp 8+ $13.95 5.5x8.5, 151pp 8+
Action-packed and
Brian and his family are
suspenseful, this novel in the witness-protection
set on the west coast program and are now in
paints striking pictures relocation. However, when
of adolescence of
the mobsters that Brian’s
two young boys
family have put into prison
unraveling a mystery come looking for revenge
of a silent, possibly
and kidnap them, the
dying island, while
adventure is on.
discovering insights
into their own strengths
and fears in the
process of solving it.

9780773760158 pb
$6.99 5x7.5, 228pp 12+
Nicholas has just moved
into a new home when
strange things begin to
happen.

9780773673687 mm
$6.99 4.25x7, 196pp
8+ With the help
of John’s classmate,
Weird Noah Webster,
an expert on all
things supernatural,
Karen and John try to
unravel the mystery
that surrounds them.
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Myths & Legends

9780773729667 hc $9.95
8.5x11, 32pp 6+ The
Sweet Lodge teachings of
the Anishinaabe are an
important influence on the
daily lives of the people.
The Little Boy’s Vision Quest
is one of those teachings.

9780195410006 hc $9.95
Canada Only 8.5x11, 32pp
6+ Whatever Grama
Bowman is showing Jamie
how to do, every moment
they spend together opens
Jamie to a new world. When
Grama dies, she leaves
Jamie her world—a place
where she will never be
alone.

9780773730625 hc $9.95
8.5x11, 32pp 6+ It is the
belief of the Australian
Aboriginal people that
long ago the earth was soft
and had no form. Deserts,
mountains lakes, and
prairies were created by
the animals.

9780773728820 hc $9.95
8x11, 32pp 6+ In spite of
his hardships, Xiao Sheng
is a cheerful boy. He works
from sunrise to sunset. When
Xiao finds a magic pearl,
everything is changed
forever.

Myths & Legends

9780195410754 hc $9.95
Canada Only 8.5x11, 32pp
6+ For the Anasazi, life
depends on precious rainfall.
But after weeks without rain,
the land is drying up, and
the corn is dying. Soon Sosi’s
family will have to find a
new place to live.

9780195409901 hc $9.95
Canada Only 8x10.5, 32pp
10+ The tortoise convinces
the birds to help him have
wings of his own. When
Mbeku repays the birds with
treachery, he learns he is not
the only one who can play
tricks.

9781550418842 pb $9.95
9x10, 32pp 6+ This heartwarming Ukrainian folktale, set
during the Great Famine of the
1930s, tells of a young girl’s
attempts to save her village
from starvation.
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9780773730199 hc $9.95
8x11, 32pp 6+ If Kitoto
could find and make friends
with the most powerful
being on the Savannah,
he would never have
to be afraid again. His
journey leads him to a very
remarkable discovery.

9780773728981 hc $9.95
8.5x11, 32pp 6+ When
the bountiful world of their
ancestors was no more, the
Paiute prophets had visions
of a dance that would
restore it. The vision and
the dream still call out to all
people.

9780773731103 hc $24.95
Canada Only 8x11, 128pp
12+ Using the most up-todate research on Troy and
ancient Greece, master
story teller Rosemary
Sutcliff brings Homer’s epic
poem The Iliad to life.

9780773731387 hc
$9.95 8x11, 32pp 6+ As
night sets in and the fire
crackles, a young native
girl is amazed when his
grandmother invokes the
spirits of their ancestors.

9780773730038 hc $9.95
11.5x8.5, 32pp 6+ An original
tale inspired by the “King of
the Animals” theme and by the
“Tortoise Trickster” character so
popular in African fables. Here
Dume the lion, proud and vain,
claims he is best suited to be
King of the Forest.

9780195407662 hc $16.95
Canada Only 8x11, 32pp 6+
Elinore is told to spin straw
into gold. An impossible task.
A strange little man tells
Elinore he can, for the right
price. Only her firstborn
child will satisfy the wicked
little man. She’s afraid to
make such a promise.

9780773732506 hc $9.95
8.25x11, 24pp 6+ What
happens between the
wolf and the Poverello as
they stand face to face,
is a matter of trust and
understanding. For the
people of Gubbio, it is
nothing short of a miracle.

9780773730984 hc $9.95
8x11, 32pp 6+ Somehow,
four unlikely characters with
strenghts of their own, come
together and overcome all
obstacles—even the most
evil magic in the land.

9780773728974 hc $9.95
8x11, 32pp 6+ Long ago,
ten suns suns lived at the
far edge of the world. One
after the other they took
turns shining. That was the
way of things. Then one
day, all the suns decided
to shine together and
everything goes wrong.

9780773729674 hc $17.95
8x11, 32pp 5+ High in
the Andes, surrounded by
giants, Miguel learns that
even a boy can stand tall
enough to reach the stars.

9780773733183 hc $19.95
8.5x11, 24pp 6+ Oscar
Wilde’s classic fairy tale of
compassion and selflessness
is given new life by Robin
Muller’s exquisite illustrations
in this special edition.

9780773757189 pb
$8.95 8x11, 32pp 5+ After
she feels rejected by her
parents, Yoshiko begs the
cranes to transform her
into one of them so she can
fly away. A story evoking
traditional Japanese
folklore.

9780889952911 hc $9.95
8.5x11, 32pp 6+ A moving
account of the courage and
loyalty experienced by two
lonely orphans who find a
home in the sky.

9781550050530 hc
$22.95 9781550050547
pb $12.95 5.5x8,
272pp 12+ Set during
the fifteenth century,
this is a powerful story
of a proud tribe, and
the Spirit World that
guides them. A powerful
transformation story.

9780773756953 hc $9.95
9780773756991 pb $8.95
Canada Only 11x8, 32pp 6+
The Emperor of China received a
mechanical nightingale made of gold
and silver and precious jewels. It was
much prettier than the real bird, and
it could sing the same tune time and
again without growing tired—just as
long as there was someone to wind it.
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